Classifications and phylogenetic inferences of organismal groups change in light of new insights. Over time these changes can result in an imperfect tracking of taxonomic perspectives through the re-/use of Code-compliant or informal names. To mitigate these limitations, we introduce a novel approach for aligning taxonomies through the interaction of human experts and logic reasoners. We explore the performance of this approach with the Perelleschus use case of . The use case includes six taxonomies published from 1936 to 2013, 54 taxonomic concepts (i.e., circumscriptions of names individuated according to their respective source publications), and 75 expert-asserted Region Connection Calculus articulations (e.g., congruence, proper inclusion, overlap, or exclusion). An Open Source reasoning toolkit is used to analyze 13 paired Perelleschus taxonomy alignments under heterogeneous constraints and interpretations. The reasoning workflow optimizes the logical consistency and expressiveness of the input and infers the set of maximally informative relations among the entailed taxonomic concepts. The latter are then used to produce merge visualizations that represent all congruent and non-congruent taxonomic elements among the aligned input trees. In this small use case with 6-53 input concepts per alignment, the information gained through the reasoning process is on average one order of magnitude greater than in the input. The approach offers scalable solutions for tracking provenance among succeeding taxonomic perspectives that may have differential biases in naming conventions, phylogenetic resolution, ingroup and outgroup sampling, or ostensive (member-referencing) versus intensional (property-referencing) concepts and articulations.
Introduction
The present contribution is a companion paper to [1] and offers a novel, use case-centered illustration of aligning multiple succeeding taxonomies through the interaction of human experts 1 and logic reasoners. It is of a technical, detail-focused nature and most immediately directed at biodiversity scientists who wish to integrate taxonomically non-congruent classifications and phylogenies. In spite of the technical presentation, the impacts of logically representing stability and change across taxonomies may be wide-ranging. Our broader intention is to promote the taxonomic concept approach [2] [3] [4] as a feasible solution to the challenge of provenance tracking in cases were name/circumscription relationships change across taxonomies as an outcome of scientific advancement. The central objective of this approach is to represent the change, not to judge the correctness of the original and revised taxonomies. Hence, in aligning multiple input classifications or phylogenies, we ask not: "which names or circumscriptions are valid?" Instead we ask: "how can we logically represent, and thus perform reliable inferences over, the similarities and differences between multiple, independently published taxonomic perspectives?" We show here that this is feasible with an unprecedented degree of resolution.
The publication [1] preceding our analysis entails a phylogenetic revision of the weevil genus Perelleschus O'Brien & Wibmer sec. Franz & Cardona-Duque (2013) . In that revision a new arrangement of the ten entailed species (concepts) was presented, along with five relevant prior classifications and phylogenies published from 1936 to 2006 . In all, these six taxonomies entailed 54 taxonomic concepts [2] [3] [4] , which in turn were aligned by the authors using 75 articulations [1, [4] [5] [6] [7] . Jointly the concepts, hierarchies, and articulations provide the baseline input for the logic-facilitated alignments. To motivate our analysis, we first review the background and challenges related to task of reasoning over taxonomic change [8] .
The Challenge of Tracking Context-Contingent Name/Circumscription Relationships
Why might reasoning over taxonomic change be desirable? In addressing this question, we may take as well established that classifications and phylogenies of organismal groups change in light of new insights [4, [9] [10] . Over time these changes can result in an imperfect semantic tracking of taxonomic perspectives through varying combinations of valid names and synonyms [1] [2] [3] [11] [12] . It is generally recognized that the Linnaean naming system, while serviceable in many regards [13] [14] [15] , is not designed to represent all kinds of taxonomic content change; i.e., to fully track taxonomic provenance [16] [17] [18] . This circumstance poses different data integration challenges depending on the agents -humans versus computers -and space/time dimensions involved in name-based data transmission.
The traditional way to transmit taxonomically annotated content is through human-to-human communication, including communication via publications. In these situations the inability of the Linnaean names to represent any and all taxonomic similarities and differences is often mitigated by the communicators' shared ability to infer the relevant context in which name-based information is exchanged [19] . For instance, if two biologists convened today to discuss the relationships among families of beetles, most likely both would have in mind taxonomic definitions for those families that are largely contemporary and therefore also congruent. As an approximate rule, then, inter-human communication via taxonomic names succeeds to the extent that the speakers' reciprocal assumptions about the contexts of name/circumscription relationships coincide.
The mitigating effects of human comprehension of implied contexts tend to break down over greater space-time dimensions, with concomitant losses of precision in communication.
developed more formally in [5, [40] [41] through the notion of a potential taxon graph that can transmit information linked to succeeding concepts under logic constraints. The graph edges and alignments are grounded in Region Connection Calculus (RCC-5) relations, herein also called articulations [42] . RCC-5 entails five basic set theory relationships used to characterize the referential extensions of two taxonomic concepts; viz. congruence (==), proper inclusion (>), inverse proper inclusion (<), overlap (><), and exclusion (|) [4, 6, 9] . Ambiguity in an expert's assessment of input articulations can be expressed with the disjunction or (e.g., congruence or proper inclusion). Combinations of basic and disjunct relationships yield a lattice of 32 possible articulations; beginning with an empty set (∅) at the bottom and ending with a maximally ambiguous set (== or > or < or >< or |) at the top [40, [43] [44] .
Thau and co-authors [43] [44] [45] [46] [47] formalized taxonomy alignment in First-Order Logic (FOL) [48] . Their representation was designed to ingest two input taxonomies (T 1 ,T 2 -each assembled via is_a edges), an initial set of articulations (A), and additional constraints (C). Constraints relevant to taxonomic reasoning include: (1) non-emptiness -a given taxonomic concept has minimally one representing instance; (2) sibling disjointness -two given child concepts of a parent concept are exclusive of each other; and (3) coverage -a given parent concept is completely circumscribed by the union of its children. Each of these constraints can be relaxed to yield alternative alignment outcomes. The formalizations were first implemented in the prototype software CleanTax [49] [50] .
Aligning Real-Life Classifications and Phylogenies -Challenges and Solutions
Here we explore new solutions for taxonomy alignment under RCC-5, based on the development of the Euler/X toolkit [8, [51] [52] [53] [54] and its application to the Perelleschus use case [1] . Euler/X is an Open Source software toolkit that supersedes CleanTax, incorporating a diverse suite of reasoning services, knowledge products, and improved performance and usability. The toolkit consists of a set of Python programming scripts, multiple logic reasoners [50, [55] [56] , and a tree graph visualization system [57] . Euler/X provides an interactive workflow (figures 1 and 2) guiding users through the process of computing a well-specified alignment (maximal consistency, minimal ambiguity) that corresponds to the input articulations and produces a merge visualization. The toolkit allows encoding the input constraints (T 1 ,T 2 ,A,C) as a Stable Model Semantics (SMS) problem [58] , and utilizes powerful Answer Set Programming (ASP) reasoners [56, [59] [60] ] to achieve alignments in efficient time [51] [52] 54] .
At present the Euler/X toolkit is suited to analyze pairwise, small-to medium-scale real-life use cases of 100-500 concepts per input taxonomy [51] .
Step-wise explorations of such use cases are critical to a wider adoption, because this demonstrates feasibility and illustrates how an expert's input articulations and related assumptions about taxonomy alignment interact with the logic of reasoners to produce the desired outcomes. In general, the alignment workflow should leverage the strengths of both (1) the expert to assert non-/congruence among sets of concepts, and (2) the reasoners to perform myriads of contingent logic proofs to infer complete and consistent alignments [44] [45] [46] . In the next sections we introduce three categories of challenges that the expert/toolkit interaction must resolve.
Heterogeneous Taxonomic Coverage Constraints
Classifications and phylogenies are representations of heterogeneous systematic analyses. The representations often have taxonomic, geographic, or rank-specific constraints [7] . Processing these constraints is critical to the generation of informative alignments. For instance, regional catalogues tend to omit non-focal taxon diversity and may not reflect the latest phylogenetic insights [61] . In contrast, higher-level classification synopses may wholly omit genus-and/or species-level concepts [21] . Phylogenetic analyses often undersample the lowest taxonomic levels [62] . They typically include both ingroup and outgroup entities, yet the latter may be less focal to the alignment process (instead introducing 'noise'). Phylogenies also make use of informal ranks or leave certain lineages unnamed [63] . Other special constraints include monotypic parent concepts whose children have different nomenclatural ranks but congruent taxonomic extensions.
Alignments of disparate input trees are possible but outcomes will vary depending on whether the coverage constraint is globally enforced or locally relaxed [6] [7] [8] . Coverage is also relevant to differential readings of articulations, focusing either on strictly member-based or property-based components of the respective concepts, or both [1, 4, 6] .
Consistency, Exhaustiveness, and Expressiveness
Given two taxonomies (T 1 ,T 2 ) and additional constraints (C), an expert's set of input articulations (A) can yield three reasoning outcomes (figure 1). (1) The set of input articulations is logically consistent, well specified, and thus yields a single alignment or possible world that satisfies all constraints. This is the intended outcome [8] , however due to the difficulty of asserting articulations it is not always the initial result. (2) The set of input articulations is logically consistent but retains sufficient ambiguity to yield multiple possible world alignments [51] . (3) The input constraints are not logically consistent. This means that unless one or more combinations of these constraints are 'adjusted' to agree, there is no stable model and hence no alignment. Additional actions are needed to diagnose and repair the constraint(s) causing the inconsistency.
The three outcomes inform optimization criteria for the toolkit workflow (figure 1). Accordingly, the demands on the final set of output articulations are: (1) Consistency -the articulations cannot logically contradict each other. For instance, two concepts A and B cannot reciprocally include each other (A > B and B > A). The reasoning process must identify instances of inconsistency in the input and lead to their resolution (for further details see [53] [54] ). (2) Exhaustiveness -users cannot be expected to provide articulations for all (pairwise) combinations of concepts represented in the input taxonomies. Instead they will provide a relevant subset of articulations [6] , relying on the reasoning process to infer the logically implied articulations that amount to an exhaustive alignment. Thau and co-authors [44] [45] [46] use the term maximally informative relations (MIR) to refer to that set which includes for all paired concepts the 'true' articulation, i.e., the one based on which all other true relations in the 32-relations lattice can be deduced. An exhaustive alignment is obtained when the expert's input articulations are expanded by the reasoning process to yield the set of MIR. (3) Expressiveness -alignments that are consistent and exhaustive may nevertheless retain inherent ambiguities, leading to numerous merge taxonomies [51] . For instance, the number of possible worlds increases dramatically if multiple disjoint articulations are represented in the input. In some instances the entire set of possible world solutions will become the final outcome, and may be summarized through tree consensus methods [64] . In other cases the user can reduce this set by working through an interactive decision tree process [65] . This process can lend additional specification to the set of input articulations and therefore make the outcome more expressive. The toolkit 6 iteratively identifies questions of the type "are these two concepts congruent or are they overlapping?" and then eliminates possible worlds that are no longer implied by the answer.
Merge Concept Representation
Articulations of congruence (==), inclusion (>,<), or exclusion (|) generate merge taxonomies that preserve an arrangement of nested, properly inclusive relationships among the input concepts. This means that the input concept labels are adequate for referring to each merge region [66] . In contrast, overlapping articulations generate novel concept partitions (figure 2). In the simplest case, two overlapping input concepts A and B will create three merge regions, as follows: the region that is unique to A (A, not b; or written as A\B), the region that is unique to B (not a, B; or B\A), and the region that constitutes the overlap (AB; or A*B). We refer to these novel partitions as merge concepts (see also [67] ). Representing merge concepts provides a better understanding of the extent of concept overlap.
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The Perelleschus use case [1] includes six taxonomies (figure 3) that represent classificatory changes related to the species-level concept Elleschus carludovicae Günther sec. Günther (1936) [68] . The history spans from the concept's origin in 1936 to the most recent revision in 2013. Changes undertaken in this interval include: the generic reassignment to Perelleschus Voss sec. Voss (1954) [69] [1] . In reference to the aforementioned representation challenges, we note that three of the taxonomies selected for alignment are traditional, ranked classifications [61, [68] [69] . The remaining three taxonomies are phylogenies that also include informally named, synapomorphy-carrying clades [1, 62, 70] . One of these [62] represents an exemplar study that is undersampled at the lowest taxonomic level [71] .
Our approach is to take the 75 articulations published in [1] and linking 54 concepts across six taxonomies as is. Thus in several, (we think) generally instructive instances the original input is not well specified, instead requiring diagnosis and removal of inconsistent articulations or further specification. We consider original and revised input articulations to distinguish the different stages in the alignment process.
Input Configuration, Workflow Execution, and Concept Labeling Conventions7 chronological chain spanning the entire 1936-2013 time period (see also [8] ). The sixth alignment is significant because it concerns two highly comparable phylogenetic revisions.
Instructions for the installation and command-line operation of the Euler/X toolkit are specified in [8, [51] [52] ). An overview of the toolkit's options is provided through the "euler --help" function. The input (.txt) files corresponding to figures 4-16 were assembled manually based on the information in tables 2-4 in [1] and workflow-diagnosed revisions. They are appended to this paper in the Supporting Information S1.
We list the more recently published taxonomy (i.e., T 2 in each alignment) and concept(s) first in the input files and when denoting the input articulations (see also figure 2 ). The toolkit run commands are provided as annotations (#...) at the beginning of the input file. For simplicity's sake we address the two main options as (1) containment with overlap analysis or graph (command: -e mnpw --rcgo; figure 2E ) and (2) merge concept analysis or graph (command: -e mncb; figure 2F ).
To economize space in the text and merge visualizations, the concept labels of [1] are abbreviated as shown in figure 3 ; e.g. Perelleschus carludovicae (Günther) 
Results
Alignment 1 -Voss (1954) and Günther (1936)
Alternative Interpretations of Higher-Level Input Articulations
The alignment of the Voss (1954) and Günther (1936) classifications (figures 3-8) presents a microcosm of more generally occurring challenges for this alignment approach. Accordingly, the toolkit's abilities to represent alternative perspectives and levels of resolution will be treated in detail. 3 We anticipate that future results derived from the toolkit will be more streamlined and guided by efficient user interfaces. We first discuss multiple interpretations of this alignment, then proceed to alignment realizations, and lastly address the issue of identifying the proper levels of input specification.
Much of the ambiguity originates with Günther (1936: 190-191 ) who places the newly named species-level concept E. carludovicae sec. Günther (1936) into a genus-level entity Elleschus sec. Günther (1936) . The latter carries a previously coined name whose circumscription is in effect expanded by inclusion of the new child concept. But the author does not offer a detailed genus-level revision, instead referring to a preceding monograph [72] and noting that his specieslevel concept "stands passably close to the species of the genus Elleschus" [1] . These additional, implied species-level concepts are not mentioned in name by Günther (1936) [1] . Selecting any of these articulations reflects alternative interpretations of explicit or implicit information inherent in the two source classifications. We examine each of the three readings.
Perelleschus sec. Voss (1954) properly includes Elleschus sec. Günther (1936). We may call this an explicit and strictly ostensive reading. Ostension is understood here as the practice of representing the meaning of a class term by pointing to one or more of its referent members [73] . Intension, in turn, is the practice of defining the referential extension of a class term by asserting the properties that referent entities must exhibit. Taxonomies often make use of intensional/ostensive hybrid definitions for their constituent concepts [4, [6] [7] [74] [75] Günther (1936) , presumably because of an insufficient match of genus-level characters. This is a negation of a counterfactual assertion -there is no evidence that Günther (1936) examined voucher material pertaining to Voss' (1954) two new species-level concepts, or even expressed an assessment as to their taxonomic identity. However, because intensional definitions have predictive powers [7] , this forward-looking interpretation is allowable in principle.
Perelleschus sec. Voss (1954) is properly included in Elleschus sec. Günther (1936).
We may call this an implicit and intensional reading. It constitutes the affirmation of the counterfactual assertion: had the preceding author Günther (1936) Günther (1936) , thereby logically representing the author's obscure reference to Lacordaire (1863) and the therein recognized species-level concepts. The 1954.PER | 1936.ELL_IC articulation is needed to specify that no child concepts implied in Günther (1936) intersect with the newly recognized child concepts in Voss (1954) . The output MIR include seven immediately deducible and five reasoner-inferred articulations (figure 5).
The containment with overlap graph (figure 5A) illustrates that Perelleschus sec. Voss (1954) and Elleschus sec. Günther (1936) intersect exactly though shared inclusion of the congruent species-level concepts 1954.Pcarlud == 1936.ELLcarlud. The remaining three child-level concepts are not shared among the parent concepts. In the merge concept analysis (figure 5B), the shared and unique regions resulting from the genus concept-level overlap are resolved separately. This representation yields additional merge concept labels for two of the input concept clusters; i.e. viz. 1936.ELL*1954.PER -the region that constitutes the overlap -and 1936.ELL\1954.PER (where the "\" means not) -the region (also labeled 1936.ELL_IC) which is unique to Günther's (1936) genus-level concept. Lastly, through combination of input concepts 1954. Prectir and 1954 .Psubcin, the concept merge analysis creates a new merge concept 1954.PER\1936.ELL that is unique to Voss (1954) . Articulations to and from this merge concept are shown are newly inferred (red color; figure 5B ). figure 5) is not required. Based on the modulated input constraints, a single possible world merge is obtained ( figure 6 ). The output MIR include six immediately deducible and six reasoner-inferred articulations. The reasoner infers that both species-level concepts 1954. Prectir and 1954 .Psubcin of Voss (1954) are properly included within the genus-level concept Elleschus sec. Günther (1936) . The containment with overlap graph (figure 6A) aligns these children as jointly subsumed under the implied concept 1936.ELL_IC, which corresponds to the affirmative counterfactual assertion that Günther (1936) We may summarize the three alignment realizations as follows. By default the reasoner assesses congruence and non-congruence among higher-level concepts directly based on ostension to their respective child concepts (figure 4). This representation, rooted in the coverage assumption [43] [44] [45] , can be modulated through introduction of implied concepts and stipulation of specific higher-level articulations that yield alternative alignments. The latter, in turn, can be interpreted -either in additional (figure 5) or exclusively (figure 6) -as intensional alignment representations. 4 The alternative visualizations resolve only input (figures 5A and 6A) or also merge concept regions (figures 5B and 6B).
Consistency and Expressiveness
The option to assert alternative intensional or ostensive readings for higher-level articulations has implications for the toolkit's usability. To minimize human effort in specifying the input, experts should have an understanding of the proper levels of sufficiency (Table 1) ELL, yet without adding an implied child 1936.ELL_IC, then the reasoner infers that the input is inconsistent. The toolkit launches an inconsistency explanation module [53] [54] and suggests one available repair option; i.e., the removal of the genus-level articulation. We may provisionally infer that specifying a maximally informative (non-disjoint) set of input articulations among the lowest-level concepts is sufficient to yield a well-specified alignment if Voss (1954) , rendering the output ambiguous. This concept behaves like a 'floater'. In the latter, even less specified case (figure 8), the output MIR have six inferred, disjoint articulations. As a consequence, the genus-level concepts 1954.PER and 1936.ELL can articulate via any relationship except exclusion, producing nine additional possible worlds. In seven of these, 1954.PER > 1936.ELL, and only one merge includes 1954.PER < 1936.ELL, reflecting the intensional reading (figure 8C).
Alignment 2 -Voss (1954) and Wibmer & O'Brien (1986)
The alignment of the Voss (1954) and Wibmer & O'Brien (1986) classifications is straightforward ( figure 9 ). Changes made in the latter are grounded in nomenclatural validity and imply no taxonomically incongruent views [1] . Each concept of the earlier treatment has a congruent match in the later treatment. Of the 16 output MIR, 12 are immediately deducible ( Table 1) . Removal of the logically redundant genus-level articulation 7 == 3 yields the identical result. Alternative intensional/ostensive interpretations or containment are not under consideration in this alignment. The containment with overlap and merge concepts graphs are the same. The intensional input articulations are overspecified; 10 primarily lower-level articulations are sufficient to produce the single, consistent alignment (Table 1) . Following these changes, 18 disjoint articulations remain and are resolvable to yield unique merge taxonomies either under the ostensive (figures 13A and 13B) or intensional (figure 14A and 14B) reading, using representation solutions similar to those of alignment 4 (see also Table  1 ). 
Discussion
In light of the detailed assessment of each Perelleschus alignment in the Results section, we direct the Discussion towards more general themes, as follows: (1) general implications of the concept alignment approach; (2) scalability constraints and prospects; and (3) future developments in reasoning, visualization, and integration.
Concepts, Articulations, and Reasoning -General Implications
Representational complexity. The inferred alignments for the Perelleschus use case are the first published demonstrations of reasoning over multiple taxonomies based on RCC-5 articulations and taking into account heterogeneous taxonomic constraints [6] . The scale of each alignment is small, ranging from 6-53 input concepts per pairwise alignment (Table 1) . Nevertheless, the semantic complexity of this use case is considerable. In particular, the alignments succeed in logically representing and integrating numerous features of biological taxonomies where other approaches have so far failed [7, 26, 33, 37, [78] [79] . Among these new achievements are: (1) compatibility with contemporary Linnaean nomenclature; (2) integration of many-to-many name/circumscription relationships across multiple input taxonomies; (3) reconciliation of traditional, ranked taxonomies with fully bifurcated and informally named phylogenies; (4) representation of monotypic concept lineages with multiple ranks yet congruent taxonomic extensions; (5) accounting for insufficiently specified higher-level entities, (6) undersampled outgroup entities, and (7) differentially sampled ingroup entities; (8) resolution of taxonomically overlapping entities and merge concepts; (9) differentiation of ostensive versus intensional, or hybrid readings of concept articulations; and (10) representation of topologically localized resolution versus ambiguity in alignments. In meeting these representation challenges, our approach surpasses preceding solutions to the challenge of multi-taxonomy alignment [12, 33, 40, 49, 79, 80] .
The use of Answer Set Programming is also novel in this context [81] . The combination of using high-performing reasoners [56] and polynomial encoding of the input [82] allows inferences of consistent alignments in efficient time. Answer Set Programming has the ability to solve non-monotonic reasoning problems and can directly represent disjoint RCC-5 articulations [58] [59] [60] 83] . Thus it is likely more suited for taxonomy alignment than the Description Logic (DL) approach which prevails in the Open Biomedical Ontologies domain [7, [84] [85] [86] . 6 Information gain. The inferred alignments are consistent and thoroughly specified 'maps' according to which an input taxonomy may be integrated with its counterpart. Each of the alignment qualities -consistency, exhaustiveness, and expressiveness -is the outcome of the toolkit-enabled expert/reasoner interaction. This interaction is necessary because users are not guaranteed to produce well-specified alignments. As demonstrated above, the sets of input articulations provided by [1] have several shortcomings in this regard; including inconsistency, overspecification, or an inability to immediately represent intensional readings. Using the toolkit workflow can lead to the identification and resolution of these problems.
The reasoner-facilitated diagnoses, repairs, and modulations of the input also provide new insights into criteria of sufficiency for obtaining well-specified input alignments (Table 1) . Accordingly, 39 or 41 non-disjoint articulations are sufficient to generate the respective ostensive or intensional alignments. When applied (with some redundancy) to the 13 analyses (figures 4-16), the set of 89 sufficient articulations logically entails 348 immediately deducible and 1081 inferred articulations, for a total of 1429 output MIR ( Table 1 ). The input/output ratio amounts to a 16x gain in information, with the greatest increases obtained in the larger alignments. Thus, in addition to achieving logical consistency, the reasoning process amplifies the user's initial alignment effort. Even in small use cases such as the present one, the toolkit infers articulations an order of magnitude greater than the input.
Knowledge integration. The merge visualizations convey an immediate sense of taxonomic provenance and in-/stability. Generally speaking, if there is no difference between two taxonomies then we observe an isomorphic merge tree constituted only by grey squares (T 1 & T 2 ; under current visualization conventions). This is in fact the case for alignment 2 (figure 9) where only nomenclatural differences exist [1] . On the other hand, instances of non-congruent concepts are expressed through accumulations of yellow octagons (T 1 ) and green rectangles (T 2 ). Frequently (though not always) the causes for non-congruence are differential levels of taxonomic resolution, and are apparent in the visualizations as sets of low-level entities in one taxonomy that aggregate up to a single concept in the other taxonomy.
The location of congruent and unique concepts in the merge is also informative. One of the particularities of the Perelleschus use case is the absence of incongruent species-level concepts [1] : all instances of incongruence occur at higher levels. This outcome is readily derived from the merge visualizations (e.g., figure 15A ). In addition, the extent and location of overlapping articulations indicate where regions of substantive disagreement or differential sampling exist [66, [88] [89] .
Another advantage of the merge representations is their accessibility to computational agents and knowledge integration services [36, 90] . The output MIR specify how to integrate taxonomic concepts and concept-associated information; they are transmission graphs that can propagate such information under logically consistent conditions [5, 40, [45] [46] [47] . Congruence (==) allows reciprocal information exchange. Inclusion (> or <) allows unidirectional data flow from the less to the more inclusive entity. Exclusion (|) prohibits such transmission. Overlap (><) is the most challenging articulation to integrate data over because it generates newly circumscribed Euler regions (compare figures 2E and 2F). In some instances the merge concept graph can resolve overlapping relations into finer entities, thereby reducing the challenge of data transmission to one of proper inclusion. Further research to integrate biodiversity data based on machineinterpretable merge taxonomies is clearly warranted.
Intensional and ostensive alignments. Our use case is the first to differentiate between intensional and ostensive readings of taxonomic alignments [1, 4, [6] [7] 19] . However, we stress that the reasoner does not implement intensional readings directly. Such direct implementation would require representing the character information in the reasoning process. This is not possible with RCC-5 articulations, which act as proxies to such information, but can be achieved through other representation solutions [7, [91] [92] [93] [94] .
By default the Euler/X toolkit reasoner provides ostensive alignments. In the 'eyes' of the logic reasoner, adding new species-level concepts to Perelleschus sec. Franz & Cardona-Duque (2013) alters and expands the circumscription of cellular life. Yet even though the option to produce bottom-to-top, ostension-based alignments is essential for comparing taxonomic content, this is not the only way to conceive of taxonomic equivalence [4, [6] [7] 26, 74] . The notion that each additional species-level concept necessarily redefines the circumscription of all superseding parent concepts is counterintuitive to the way in which humans commonly conceive of taxonomic circumscriptions. We need reasoning approaches capable of representing both lowerlevel change and higher-level stability. We thereby obtain an alignment that reflects shared, property-grounded intensionality along the internal nodes of each phylogeny. In summary, ostensive and intensional readings of alignments are both feasible and desirable because they reflect the hybrid nature of how taxonomic concepts contribute to human understanding of taxonomic content [73] [74] [75] .
Scalability Constraints and Prospects
The challenge of resolving name/concept provenance in systematics has motivated a wide range of proposed solutions [12] [13] [14] [15] 33, [78] [79] [80] [95] [96] [97] . Our RCC-5/reasoning-based approach has strengths and limitations in this context. One theme of great relevance to wider adoption is scalability. We discuss several aspects of this theme, including human-, reasoner-, and resolution-specific scalability constraints and also prospects for overcoming these.
Human constraints. The beginning of the toolkit workflow depends on an expert's provision of input articulations. Unless such articulations are provided, no reasoning outcomes are attainable. Hence a wider implementation will likely depend on the adoption of new taxonomic annotation conventions [1] and web-based tools that facilitate the creation and reasoner-driven refinement of input articulations. At present no such tools are available; however the theoretical underpinnings for their production are well established [1] [2] [3] 12, [37] [38] [39] 41, [98] [99] .
The taxonomy alignment approach is about establishing mappings between different scientific theories of how certain names 'reach out' to perceived natural entities [73] [74] 100] . The theories are proposed and applied by human speakers, and accordingly the articulations reflect human-tohuman linkages among the theories (that also happen to be directly interpretable by computational logic). Generating thousands to millions of new concept articulations without prior expert input is neither an option nor an objective of this approach. Instead, concept articulations are most fruitfully asserted in association with lower volume, high-quality systematic treatments, including legacy publications annotated by third-party experts. Use case analyses such as the present one may serve as blueprints for building better tools and thereby promote acceptance.
Reasoning constraints. Scalability trade-offs are also manifest in the reasoning process itself [45, 51, 54] . For the present, small-case study, all analyses were performed with a single 2.0 GHz processor and completed within less than one minute. Combining an innovative reasoning approach and polynomial encoding of the input constraints reduces the computational complexity of identifying all possible worlds [82] . Additional heuristic and parallelization strategies are nevertheless needed to handle use cases with many hundreds to thousands of input concepts.
Diagnosing inconsistencies becomes difficult when more than 3-5 'erroneous' articulations are simultaneously supplied to the reasoner [53] [54] . One might alleviate this by allowing users to supply articulations sequentially for matching pairs of subtree regions. After adding a small number of articulations, the reasoner could perform interim consistency checks and repairs, leading to the incremental assembly of the complete alignment. This stepwise approach reduces the challenge of having to resolve multiple inconsistent articulations at once. Another option could involve assigning differential levels of certainty to input articulations and prioritize repair actions accordingly. Further formalization and application of minimal sufficiency criteria for achieving well-specified alignments would also lead to computational savings.
Resolution constraints. The Perelleschus use case has the advantage of having well defined outer boundaries and ingroup concepts [7] . These properties, in addition to the senior author's direct access to three of the six taxonomies, are conducive to obtaining a single possible world for each alignment and reading. Such a high degree of resolution will not always be attainable, however, which amounts to another constraint for this approach.
Explorations of underspecified input articulations for alignment 1 (figures 7-8) illustrate the effects of introducing ambiguity into the reasoning process. Larger use cases can generate vast numbers of possible worlds if the input is poorly specified. The toolkit includes aggregate and cluster graph options to visualize shared and unique properties among multiple alignments and resolve ambiguities where possible. However, discriminating among hundreds or thousands of logically equivalent merges remains challenging [101] .
The degree of resolution of an alignment depends in part on the expressiveness of each input taxonomy, as exemplified in alignment 1. The vaguely circumscribed concept Elleschus sec. Günther (1936) permits three more or less plausible alignments (figures 4-6) to the succeeding concept Perelleschus sec. Voss (1954) . Experts are challenged in such cases to represent ambiguity transparently while also producing expressive alignments. We suggest that many use cases will retain a measure of ambiguity in the resulting merge.
Scalability prospects. The herein illustrated approach amounts to one of the most powerful representations of taxonomic provenance developed to date. It overcomes systemic limitations of taxonomic names in identifying stability and change in taxonomic content while retaining all desirable features of contemporary nomenclatural practice. Concept articulations can represent member-or property-based equivalences of the respective concepts, without limiting the notion of identity -either in name or in circumscription -to type comparisons [102] or taxonomically 20 insufficient criteria. In this sense reasoning over taxonomic concepts is also a viable complement to phylogenetic nomenclature [19, 95, 103] .
Concept taxonomy has no ontological motivations to promote one or the other 'school' of naming in systematics. It is merely an epistemic approach to improve provenance tracking in cases were name/circumscription relationships change as an outcome of scientific advancement. Under the concept approach, 'valid' or 'reliable' or 'stable' names and circumscriptions are neither theoretically nor practically enforceable. We can neither conclusively predict nor restrict the taxonomic content of "Perelleschus" in the near or distant future. We can however align past and present usages of this name. Similarly, the purpose of aligning the concepts Elleschus sec. Günther (1936) and Perelleschus sec. Voss (1954) (figures 4-6) is not to show that one perspective is presently more valid than its counterpart. Instead, validity and reliability under the concept approach are only discernible facultatively and a posteriori; i.e., in cases where increasingly well supported systematic analyses produce chains of congruent concept articulations over extended time periods. Of course we do not mean to say that reliable and stable names are not desirable. We recognize, however, that the legacy of systematics is distinctly uneven in these regards. The focus of concept taxonomy is to build sound provenance chains amenable to computational representation and reasoning; irrespective of whether the nomenclatural and taxonomic history of a perceived lineage or organisms was 'perfect' since the times of Linnaeus or continues to experience major alterations.
In summary, we have shown that logically consistent alignments of heterogeneous taxonomies are feasible and improve upon alternative representations of taxonomic provenance. Further optimizations in computational and workflow performance are likely to overcome present scalability bottlenecks. The approach should merit wider application to advance biodiversity data representation in disciplines that benefit from these improvements [2] [3] [4] [10] [11] [78] [79] [80] 99, 104] .
Future Developments -Reasoning, Visualization, and Integration Future research to align taxonomies under the RCC-5/reasoning approach should focus on three main directions: (1) enhanced reasoning and visualization performance; (2) larger scale use case implementations; and (3) adoption of interactive web-based platforms that facilitate the taxonomy alignment workflow. Here we only discuss the first of these directions.
At present the alignments are restricted to two input taxonomies (T 1 ,T 2 ), though it is possible in principle to first merge T 1 and T 2 into a single taxonomy (T 1•2 ) and then articulate the merge with an additional taxonomy (T 3 ). For instance, one could merge the congruent taxonomies of Voss (1954) (2013) (figure 16). Such a four-taxonomy alignment outcome will bear similarities with alignment 3 (figure 10). Future research should develop solutions for aligning three or more taxonomies, either sequentially or simultaneously [40] .
The merge visualizations are also in need of optimization [79, 101, 105] ; in particular with regards to the interaction of containment and merge concept views (e.g., figures 2E and 2F). Although the former are perhaps easier to navigate by humans, the latter resolve concept overlap more accurately (e.g., figures 10-15 ). An improved visualization application would allow users to explore overlap dynamically, by selecting overlapping articulations and obtaining a 'zoom-in' view with merge concept resolution. The labeling conventions and hierarchical interactions of merge concepts also require refinement.
Lastly, we reiterate that concept articulations and alignments should be grounded as transparently as possible in high-quality information about taxonomic names [14] , concepts [1, 9, 23] , occurrences [99] , and their phenotypic and genotypic properties [1, 7, [92] [93] [94] . Integration of these interdependent information sources is essential to linking the asserted articulations to systematic data that remain amenable to disagreement and reexamination. The articulations themselves are also linked to authors and times of creation. They are not 'objective', although they can be inter-subjectively validated, or challenged. A central objective of the concept approach is to increase the transparency of provenance among high-quality systematic treatments and expert perspectives. Figure 3 
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